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that is more than 40 percent of SMYS, 
or indicates that the hoop stress cor-
responding to the established max-
imum allowable operating pressure for 
a segment of existing pipeline is not 
commensurate with the present class 
location, the operator shall imme-
diately make a study to determine: 

(a) The present class location for the 
segment involved. 

(b) The design, construction, and 
testing procedures followed in the 
original construction, and a compari-
son of these procedures with those re-
quired for the present class location by 
the applicable provisions of this part. 

(c) The physical condition of the seg-
ment to the extent it can be 
ascertained from available records; 

(d) The operating and maintenance 
history of the segment; 

(e) The maximum actual operating 
pressure and the corresponding oper-
ating hoop stress, taking pressure gra-
dient into account, for the segment of 
pipeline involved; and 

(f) The actual area affected by the 
population density increase, and phys-
ical barriers or other factors which 
may limit further expansion of the 
more densely populated area. 

§ 192.611 Change in class location: 
Confirmation or revision of max-
imum allowable operating pressure. 

(a) If the hoop stress corresponding 
to the established maximum allowable 
operating pressure of a segment of 
pipeline is not commensurate with the 
present class location, and the segment 
is in satisfactory physical condition, 
the maximum allowable operating 
pressure of that segment of pipeline 
must be confirmed or revised according 
to one of the following requirements: 

(1) If the segment involved has been 
previously tested in place for a period 
of not less than 8 hours: 

(i) The maximum allowable operating 
pressure is 0.8 times the test pressure 
in Class 2 locations, 0.667 times the test 
pressure in Class 3 locations, or 0.555 
times the test pressure in Class 4 loca-
tions. The corresponding hoop stress 
may not exceed 72 percent of the SMYS 
of the pipe in Class 2 locations, 60 per-
cent of SMYS in Class 3 locations, or 50 
percent of SMYS in Class 4 locations. 

(ii) The alternative maximum allow-
able operating pressure is 0.8 times the 
test pressure in Class 2 locations and 
0.667 times the test pressure in Class 3 
locations. For pipelines operating at 
alternative maximum allowable pres-
sure per § 192.620, the corresponding 
hoop stress may not exceed 80 percent 
of the SMYS of the pipe in Class 2 loca-
tions and 67 percent of SMYS in Class 
3 locations. 

(2) The maximum allowable oper-
ating pressure of the segment involved 
must be reduced so that the cor-
responding hoop stress is not more 
than that allowed by this part for new 
segments of pipelines in the existing 
class location. 

(3) The segment involved must be 
tested in accordance with the applica-
ble requirements of subpart J of this 
part, and its maximum allowable oper-
ating pressure must then be estab-
lished according to the following cri-
teria: 

(i) The maximum allowable operating 
pressure after the requalification test 
is 0.8 times the test pressure for Class 
2 locations, 0.667 times the test pres-
sure for Class 3 locations, and 0.555 
times the test pressure for Class 4 loca-
tions. 

(ii) The corresponding hoop stress 
may not exceed 72 percent of the SMYS 
of the pipe in Class 2 locations, 60 per-
cent of SMYS in Class 3 locations, or 50 
percent of SMYS in Class 4 locations. 

(iii) For pipeline operating at an al-
ternative maximum allowable oper-
ating pressure per § 192.620, the alter-
native maximum allowable operating 
pressure after the requalification test 
is 0.8 times the test pressure for Class 
2 locations and 0.667 times the test 
pressure for Class 3 locations. The cor-
responding hoop stress may not exceed 
80 percent of the SMYS of the pipe in 
Class 2 locations and 67 percent of 
SMYS in Class 3 locations. 

(b) The maximum allowable oper-
ating pressure confirmed or revised in 
accordance with this section, may not 
exceed the maximum allowable oper-
ating pressure established before the 
confirmation or revision. 

(c) Confirmation or revision of the 
maximum allowable operating pressure 
of a segment of pipeline in accordance 
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with this section does not preclude the 
application of §§ 192.553 and 192.555. 

(d) Confirmation or revision of the 
maximum allowable operating pressure 
that is required as a result of a study 
under § 192.609 must be completed with-
in 24 months of the change in class lo-
cation. Pressure reduction under para-
graph (a) (1) or (2) of this section with-
in the 24-month period does not pre-
clude establishing a maximum allow-
able operating pressure under para-
graph (a)(3) of this section at a later 
date. 

[Amdt. 192–63A, 54 FR 24174, June 6, 1989 as 
amended by Amdt. 192–78, 61 FR 28785, June 
6, 1996; Amdt. 192–94, 69 FR 32895, June 14, 
2004; 73 FR 62177, Oct. 17, 2008] 

§ 192.612 Underwater inspection and 
reburial of pipelines in the Gulf of 
Mexico and its inlets. 

(a) Each operator shall prepare and 
follow a procedure to identify its pipe-
lines in the Gulf of Mexico and its in-
lets in waters less than 15 feet (4.6 me-
ters) deep as measured from mean low 
water that are at risk of being an ex-
posed underwater pipeline or a hazard 
to navigation. The procedures must be 
in effect August 10, 2005. 

(b) Each operator shall conduct ap-
propriate periodic underwater inspec-
tions of its pipelines in the Gulf of 
Mexico and its inlets in waters less 
than 15 feet (4.6 meters) deep as meas-
ured from mean low water based on the 
identified risk. 

(c) If an operator discovers that its 
pipeline is an exposed underwater pipe-
line or poses a hazard to navigation, 
the operator shall— 

(1) Promptly, but not later than 24 
hours after discovery, notify the Na-
tional Response Center, telephone: 1– 
800–424–8802, of the location and, if 
available, the geographic coordinates 
of that pipeline. 

(2) Promptly, but not later than 7 
days after discovery, mark the location 
of the pipeline in accordance with 33 
CFR part 64 at the ends of the pipeline 
segment and at intervals of not over 
500 yards (457 meters) long, except that 
a pipeline segment less than 200 yards 
(183 meters) long need only be marked 
at the center; and 

(3) Within 6 months after discovery, 
or not later than November 1 of the fol-

lowing year if the 6 month period is 
later than November 1 of the year of 
discovery, bury the pipeline so that the 
top of the pipe is 36 inches (914 milli-
meters) below the underwater natural 
bottom (as determined by recognized 
and generally accepted practices) for 
normal excavation or 18 inches (457 
millimeters) for rock excavation. 

(i) An operator may employ engi-
neered alternatives to burial that meet 
or exceed the level of protection pro-
vided by burial. 

(ii) If an operator cannot obtain re-
quired state or Federal permits in time 
to comply with this section, it must 
notify OPS; specify whether the re-
quired permit is State or Federal; and, 
justify the delay. 

[Amdt. 192–98, 69 FR 48406, Aug. 10, 2004] 

§ 192.613 Continuing surveillance. 
(a) Each operator shall have a proce-

dure for continuing surveillance of its 
facilities to determine and take appro-
priate action concerning changes in 
class location, failures, leakage his-
tory, corrosion, substantial changes in 
cathodic protection requirements, and 
other unusual operating and mainte-
nance conditions. 

(b) If a segment of pipeline is deter-
mined to be in unsatisfactory condition 
but no immediate hazard exists, the op-
erator shall initiate a program to re-
condition or phase out the segment in-
volved, or, if the segment cannot be re-
conditioned or phased out, reduce the 
maximum allowable operating pressure 
in accordance with § 192.619 (a) and (b). 

§ 192.614 Damage prevention program. 
(a) Except as provided in paragraphs 

(d) and (e) of this section, each oper-
ator of a buried pipeline must carry 
out, in accordance with this section, a 
written program to prevent damage to 
that pipeline from excavation activi-
ties. For the purposes of this section, 
the term ‘‘excavation activities’’ in-
cludes excavation, blasting, boring, 
tunneling, backfilling, the removal of 
aboveground structures by either ex-
plosive or mechanical means, and other 
earthmoving operations. 

(b) An operator may comply with any 
of the requirements of paragraph (c) of 
this section through participation in a 
public service program, such as a one- 
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